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ContiConnect Sensor
The ContiConnect tire sensors are mounted onto the inner liner of a tire in 
order to collect data. The sensor can either be retro-fitted or factory-fitted 
onto a tire. When combined with Road Ready Telematics – this enables 
fleets to identify when issues arise – real time. 

ContiConnect sensors report your trailers tire pressure and tire temperature 
data directly to the Road Ready Smart Bridge Integrator, or SBI. 

(877) 537-3820 | roadreadysystem.com

Designed, Engineered and Assembled in the USA.

ContiConnect Operation
Under normal operating conditions, tire pressure and tire temperature  will 
report XX minutes after initial movement and updated tire conditions  will be 
provided when a change in tire pressure or tire temperature  occurs. This 
information is communicated to the SBI via CANBUS  communication 
protocols.

When combined with the Road Ready System, fleets have the ability to 
set-up  alerts that will notify when a tire pressure and/or tire temperature 
alert is triggered. From there, the appropriate parties can be notified of this 
alert immediately via email  or SMS text. When these alerts are turned into 
actionable items, fleets can eliminate expensive road calls.

FLEET SOLUTION: 
Tire Pressure and Tire Temperature Properly inflated tires can reduce total tire-related costs by $600 to 

$800 annually per vehicle. 

ROI  FAST FACT:
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The ContiConnect widget provides real time data relative to tire pressure 
and tire temperature. If a tire reports a pressure or temperature reading 
outside of the predetermined thresholds, the tire will change from green 
to red therefore flagging the user that an issue is present. 

ContiConnect Widget

TireView Installation

Designed, Engineered and Assembled in the USA.

Installing the ContiConnect sensors can be done in one of two ways. 
The first being a Continental technician will be present on-site, the second 
being the tires can be ordered to be pre-installed with the ContiConnect 
sensors. To initiate communication between the ContiConnect system and 
Road Ready, the Continental Control Unit (CCU) as well as the Road Ready 
SBI must be installed. Connecting all harnesses will enable CANBUS 
communication. Then, sensor data will be reported to the SBI, which will 
feed to the MCU, and in turn provide data directly to your back office.

(Pressure (psi) Display)

(Temperature (F) Display)
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TireView by PSI is a sensor that monitors both tire pressure and tire temperature. 
PSI’s technology identifies a problematic tire, by its respective position. When 
combined with Road Ready Telematics – this enables fleets to identify when 
issues arise – real time.

TireView sensors report your trailers tire pressure and tire temperature data 
directly to the Road Ready Smart Bridge Integrator, or SBI. The TireView sensor 
easily retrofits and is compatible with any trailer ATIS system.

PSI TireView Sensor

PSI TireView Operation
Under normal operating conditions, tire pressure and tire temperature will 
report ten minutes after initial powerup/movement and updated tire conditions 
will be provided when a change in tire pressure or tire temperature occurs. This 
information is communicated to the SBI via RS-232 communication protocols.

When combined with the Road Ready System, fleets have the ability to set-up 
alerts that will notify when a tire pressure and/or tire temperature alert is 
triggered. From there, the appropriate parties can be notified of this alert 
immediately via email or SMS text. When these alerts are turned into 
actionable items, fleets can eliminate expensive road calls.

(877) 537-3820 | roadreadysystem.com

Designed, Engineered and Assembled in the USA.
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FLEET SOLUTION: 
Tire Pressure Monitoring, Tire Inflation and 
Tire Temperature

P.S.I.’s TireView system could pay for itself within the first 14 
months of service, and likely sooner as fuel prices rise. 

ROI  FAST FACT:
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The PSI widget provides real time data relative to tire pressure 
and tire temperature. If a tire reports a pressure or temperature 
reading outside of the predetermined thresholds, the tire will change
from green to red therefore flagging the user that an issue is present. 

PSI Widget

To install the PSI TireView sensors, the stock air hoses on the wheel
will need to be easily replaced with PSI’s CP hoses. Once the hoses 
are in place, the TireView sensors will need to be screwed finger 
tight onto the wheels valve stem. TireView is compatible with both 
super single (shown in widget) and dual tire configurations.

A repeater and receiver module are also required for the TireView 
sensors to report data to the SBI, which will feed to the MCU, and in 
turn provide data directly to your back office.

TireView Installation

(877) 537-3820 | roadreadysystem.com

Designed, Engineered and Assembled in the USA.
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(Temperature (F) Display)
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Right Weigh Load Scale

Currently the Right Weigh device will monitor the air pressure and 
report the weight to the SBI using a hard wired RS232 connection 
every 15 seconds.

The SBI will continue to monitor the weight for a change and report 
the last received weight on its configurable report rate. If no data 
was received after the last report the SBI will instead send a no data message.

 Load Scale Operation

The Right Weigh Load Scale device is a digital scale that calculates
 a trailers approximate weight by monitoring the air pressure in the air 
suspension system.

In addition to the digital interface the Right Weigh device is able to 
report the weight to a telematic device such as the Road Ready SBI.

was received after the last report the SBI will instead send a no data message.
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Designed, Engineered and Assembled in the USA.

FLEET SOLUTION: 
Load Weight Distribution Fleets of 100 trailers can save over $280,000 a year by avoiding ground 

scale by using the Right Weigh system.

ROI  FAST FACT:
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In addition to the widget the weight data will likely be added 
to the breadcrumb trail so a user could follow what the weight 
was at various points in the trailers trip and use that data to 
better stock or keep track of the transported cargo.

Right Weigh Load Scale Widget

The Right Weigh Load Scale is usually mounted under the 
trailer close to the air suspension and SBI using special 
mounting hardware.

Once installed the Load Scale must be calibrated by providing
a weight when the trailer is empty and another weight when the 
trailer is fully loaded. This allows the Right Weigh system to use 
the two data points to calculate the trailers weight at the axle.

When the Right Weigh load scale is attached to the SBI the SBI 
will automatically associate the Right Weigh device once it begins 
receiving the  appropriate weight messages.

Right Weigh Load Scale Installation
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The Hendrickson Tire Inflation Sensor by Road Ready enables fleets to
identify when their tire inflation system is being utilized – real time.

This sensor reports directly to the Road Ready Master Control Unit. 

Hendrickson Tire Inflation Monitoring Sensor

(877) 537-3820 | roadreadysystem.com

Designed, Engineered and Assembled in the USA.

Hendrickson Tire Inflation Monitoring Sensor
If the trailer is tethered and the Tire Inflation System is on for a minimum of
ten minutes, the sensor will trigger an alert and it will be sent directly to the 
MCU. From there, the data will be sent straight to your back office. From there, 
the appropriate parties can be notified of this alert immediately via email or
SMS text. When these alerts are turned into actionable items, fleets can take
preventative maintenance actions and have the data to address problematic
areas which can lead to expensive road calls.

Cents per mile savings
Total Savings: $1.07 – Fuel: 0.73¢
Road Calls: 0.22¢ – Tires: 0.06¢ 
Maintenance: 0.06¢
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FLEET SOLUTION: 
Tire Inflation 

ROI  FAST FACT:
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The Hendrickson Tire Inflation widget provides real time data relative to
tire inflation system air flow. If the tire inflation system is currently being
utilized, it will show an “AIR: ON” status. If the tire inflation system is not
currently active, it will show an “AIR: OFF” status.

Hendrickson Tire Inflation Widget

Hendrickson Tire Inflation Sensor Installation

(877) 537-3820 | roadreadysystem.com

Designed, Engineered and Assembled in the USA.

The installation of the Hendrickson tire inflation sensor is very simplistic, 
to do this – it is as easy as disconnecting the power source from the
Hendrickson inflation unit, making the in-line harness connection on the 
sensor, between the Hendrickson and main trailer power source.

(Widget Display)
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SFK Second Generation

Wheel End Monitor

The SKF Wheel End Monitor (WEM) device is a condition 
monitoring device that monitors wheel end bearing conditions and
uses SKF’s proprietary vibration and temperature algorithms to 
provide warnings of a potential bearing failure before they occur.
   
In addition to providing these warnings each WEM device will also 
report the bearing temperature and vibration information to the SBI.

SKF WEM

The SKF (WEM) device when in normal operation will monitor the bearing 
vibration and temperature every five minutes, and do a determination every 
twenty minutes.

If the WEM device has detected motion after this twenty minute 
determination, the WEM device will begin broadcasting it’s determination as 
well as the current, max, and min temperatures every thirty minutes using 
the Bluetooth low energy (BLE) technology.

When the WEM is broadcasting our Road Ready SBI is able to receive the WEM 
message and either store it, or send the information depending on the urgency. 

WEM Operation

(877) 537-3820 | roadreadysystem.com

Designed, Engineered and Assembled in the USA.

FLEET SOLUTION: 
Bearing Condition and Temperature SKF estimates a 5,000-trailer fleet can save up to $3.6 million annually 

on maintenance and downtime expenses with TraX.

ROI  FAST FACT:
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This widget will provide details into the current, max, 
min measured temperatures, the bearing health, and 
the WEM’s battery status.

SKF Widget

The SKF WEM device is mounted directly to the tire with the
 plug nuts holding the device in place as seen below. Once 
 installed the WEM device can be enabled using the magnet 
provided by SKF. An SKF operator will likely handle installation 
of the SKF WEM device.

Once installed the appropriate WEM devices must be paired 
to the Road Ready SBI. The pairing process is currently under 
development and additional information can be provided 
once complete.

WEM Installation

(877) 537-3820 | roadreadysystem.com

Designed, Engineered and Assembled in the USA.
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The brain of the operation, Road Ready’s Master Control Unit
collects and communicates all trailer data to the end user. Best of all,
you have your choice of hardwired or solar-powered versions, giving 
you visibility into any trailer, any time, anywhere – without needing 
power from a tractor.

Product Information

Master Control Unit (MCU)

The 
f faulty lights. 

Pre-trip lighting inspections can now be done remotely before a
driver even arrives at the trailer, letting you know your trailer's 
lighting is Road Ready!

Light Out Detection System (LODS)

The SBI allows users to access data from OE sensors that are already 
installed on their trailers, or can be installed with Road Ready. Common 
sensors include TPMS, hubometers, tire temperature and more!

SmartBridge Integrator (SBI)

(877) 537-3820 | roadreadysystem.com
Designed, Engineered and Assembled in the USA.

that are already installed on their trailers, or added on later. Common 
sensors include tire pressure monitoring, hubometers, wheel-end
monitors, tire temperature and more!

rrtelematics.com



Road Ready’s cargo sensor notifies users when trailers 
go from empty to full – and full to empty – to assist in 
securing against loss and theft. Additionally, Road 
Ready offers the industry's only true volumetric cargo 
calculations.

Cargo Sensor

The wireless temperature sensor relays data 
needed to comply with the Food Safety 

when non-compliant temperatures are detected.

Temperature Sensor

trailer’s doors are open or closed, ensuring freight 
security at pickup, while en route and upon delivery. 

Door Sensor

With its agnostic design, Road Ready’s warning sensor 

issues occur and illuminates the trailer’s ABS light,

Warning Sensor

(877) 537-3820 | roadreadysystem.com
Designed, Engineered and Assembled in the USA.
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